MON

TUES

1 15ac

WED

FRI

SAT

4 13aw

Gold accessorizing
eccentric actor's vehicle Feds casing Red Cross
roughly (5)
(7)

Ladies sorrowful,
downcast about short
men (5)

Object to medic trapping Part of recalled name
bird (5)
designating dropsy (5)

Originally empty natural
grazing ground? (7)

7 8ac

8 11aw

9 12aw

10 23ac

11 23up

12 3d

13 21ac

Such as Teddy and
Henry deposit £25 in
monetary system (7)

Additional craft recalled
by one-time partner (5)

Almost learn to catch
carnivore (5)

Wanting final run,
soldier flanks another
soldier here? (7)

Solemn place of burial
(5)

Senseless? That's
boxing grannie! (5)

Indian swallows special
Darjeeling? On the
contrary (7)

14 3aw

15 17ac

16 2d

17 2aw

18 17aw

19 5d

20 5ac

Climbing plant circling
gold colour of bleached
bones (5)

Cavalry soldiers clear
out welcoming new
recruits, finally (7)

Record Anglo-Norman
rocking stone (5)

Italian artist's house is
part of this? (5)

Deviously in Germany
conceals telling untruths Dull, uniform finish on
(5)
first class NZ timber (5)

In a tumult omits no
proposals for action (7)

21 18aw

22 7d

23 9d

24 4d

25 4aw

26 20aw

27 1d

Prying person's
Beast! Thoroughly
justification rejected; not Glasgow's dingy colour- depraved fellow
accepted (5)
decapitated (5)
lines now and then (5)

Free essentially
domestic journeys (5)

Stormy USSR, over
time, becomes dull by
inaction (5)

Unfortunately hapless
lads ultimately slay (5)

Supreme misery follows
singular explosive (5)

28

31 6d

32 24up

33

Battle's sure to capture
Provençal (5)

Disgusted expression
we hear about Spanish
bayonet? (5)

29 1aw

Unspecified number
Fighter to patch up
covering opening of
including trimmed kit (7) murderous battle (5)

30 14ac

Rage from tense soldier, Temporarily camps: X
perhaps requires
marks the spot in the
alcohol (7)
first place (5)

5 19aw

SUN

3 22up

1ac

2 16to

THURS

6 11ac

10d
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